SPECIFICATIONS SUPERELEVATE

TM

RR14EVO3 - PANTOGRAPH
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Max flow rate

9 l/min’

Max working pressure

140 Bar

Upward force to the overhead line

from 5 to 50 kg

Recovered total height

2,21 m

Fully extended total height

5,21 m

Horizontal reading side to side

by visual ruler

Total weight

220 kg

5206

ELECTRIC PARAMETERS
55131

3000

OPTIONALS

MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES

Voltage supply

2000
1000

24 Vdc

Impedance throught pantograph

Ohm

Bonding harness

70 sqmm

Inductive Blade for side to side measurements

Wider display fitted to the
blade and visible from the
machine.

Narrower blade 1600mm
in substitution of the
1900mm standards.
GPS and datarecorder
with
data Simcard.
Friction winch for
pantograph mounting
and dismounting.
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The measuring and grounding pantograph is designed for
offering an optional tool to be fitted to the SuperElevate™
RR14EVO3. Designed without any additional manually operated
locking and unlocking handle to recover the device in transport
position. The pantograph is very compact in size in order to
maximize the employability to the SuperElevate™ RR14EVO3
model reducing to 3.0m the total height when in stowed position.
This feature enables the transport of the the SuperElevate™
RR14EVO3 on flat bed truck without removing the pantograph from
the machine. Also can even be fitted to other vehicles by simply
bolting it to the vehicle supposed to measure the
overhead lines.
The pantograph consist of vertical must with free moving
telescoping up and down section.
At the top of the free moving sections there’s a pantograph and a
blade with the purpose of making a constant upward force to the
overhead wire. (The force can be adjusted from 5 to 50kg).
The pantograph takes care of adjusting its position according to the overhead wire position, so that by means of a digital
display it is possible to check the distance from top of the rail and overhead line. Instead a ruler fitted to the pantograph
blade enable to read the side to side horizontal position of the overhead wire.
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